
 

If you're looking for a more convenient way to enter your VW radio code, we're happy to share the Beta 4 Radio Code
Calculator with you. All you have to do is tell us some very essential pieces of information such as: - The year and model of
your VW vehicle - Whether or not it is an automatic transmission - And if its windows are open on the driver's side door Then
voila! We'll offer up a quick and easy solution for entering your radio code! Why go through all the trouble of typing it in
manually when we can do this for you? Click here to get started!

Get Started Today: http://beta4radiocode. com/ In this version of the Beta 4 Radio Code Calculator, we've also broken down
everything so it's even easier to understand! It's truly a breakthrough in the way you'll be able to enter your radio code. We'd
love your feedback so if you have any questions, please contact our customer support team at support@beta4radiocode.com.

Get Started Today: http://beta4radiocode.com/ From VWtuning's forum:

From Reddit:

Beta 4 Radio Code Calculator by VWTuning is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International
License. 

The Beta 4 Radio Code Calculator by VWTuning is not an official software program produced by Volkswagen.

The Beta 4 Radio Code Calculator by VWTuning is based in part on open source software. The specific derivative works that
are used in this program are:

Beta 4 Radio Code Calculator by VWTuning is produced in San Francisco, California, United States of America, North
America. wikipedia:en:San_Francisco wikipedia:en:California

https://www.facebook.com/beta4radiocode http://twitter.com/@beta4radio http://www.youtube.com/user/Beta4RadioCode
https://plus.google. com/114970683320233512832

Beta 4 Radio Code Calculator by VWTuning is an independent software program produced for Volkswagen enthusiasts. It does
not reverse engineer nor hack into the vehicle's electronics. It is not affiliated with Volkswagen in any way.

The Beta 4 Radio Code Calculator by VWTuning is produced in San Francisco, California, United States of America, North
America. wikipedia:en:San_Francisco wikipedia:en:California
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